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Try the undiscovered, it holds the greatest potentials.
__It’s about the genuine, personal, direct experience of the
latest developments worldwide. And above all, it’s about
the personalities driving these innovations. It’s about
valuable contacts between people, about inspiration and
enthusiasm. With these purposes in mind, we have been
developing leading trade fairs, exhibitions and events for
more than 90 years. 2.7 million visitors and 49,000 exhibitors seek us out each year, at more than 80 trade fairs
and exhibitions all over the world. High-quality services,
unique event locations and efﬁcient implementation
make Koelnmesse the forum for greater business success.
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Start a wildﬁre – reveal your secret to the world.
__For an audience of millions from around 210
countries, we are the live stage for the latest developments in market and society. Nearly 25,000
accredited journalists and more than a billion
advertising and press contacts see to it that your
offer is a secret no longer. With Koelnmesse advertising and media services, we assist you before,
during and after each trade fair.
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Come and get caught up in the atmosphere.__Koelnmesse
is the number one trade fair location for 25 sectors of the
economy. Each year, more than 80 trade fairs, guest events
and special events as well as 2,000 congresses make the
company one of the leading trade fair organisers worldwide. Our trade fair competences:
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Gain persuasive fellow campaigners – across all borders.
__With subsidiaries and foreign representatives for
Koelnmesse in Europe, America, Africa, Asia and Australia,
we dedicate ourselves to your goals in more than 100
countries. Our teams abroad are acknowledged experts
in the metropolises critical to market strategy. They help
you plan and organise your trade fair participations in
Cologne, Germany, and worldwide. Our network offers
the best conditions for gaining international markets.
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We serve you the world market.__In the food industry,
for instance, Koelnmesse is the leading trade fair organiser
in the world. Fairs such as Anuga, the International Sweets
and Biscuits Fair ISM or Anuga FoodTec are the established
events in their segment. Koelnmesse organises food fairs
in all major markets around the world, such as in Brazil,
China, India, Japan, Thailand, Turkey and the United Arab
Emirates. This unique trade fair network opens up access
to key global markets. Other economic sectors beneﬁt
from targeted expansion as well – including the competence ﬁelds of furnishings and entertainment.
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Cologne, just an hour’s plane ﬂight
away for 180 million Europeans

Cologne, Germany’s fourth-largest
city in the heart of Europe

N

Cologne/Bonn Airport is located
just 15 minutes away
Cologne, top location for the media industry, the
insurance and ﬁnance sector, and the chemical,
pharmaceutical, automotive and games industry

The city trade fair location in the midst of it all.__Koelnmesse
is located directly in the city. The city centre surrounding
the Cologne Cathedral is just a few minutes’ walk away.
With this unique location, trade fair events can be perfectly
combined with the attractions of the city. The liberal attitude and the cosmopolitan ﬂair of the Rhine metropolis and
the legendary culture of festivity make Cologne the capital
city of joie de vivre. Cologne is located in the largest economic region in Europe and can be quickly and conveniently
reached by all means of transport.

The Cologne “Messe/Deutz” train station,
located directly at the trade fair complex,
with more than 1,700 train connections
daily and ICE connection
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Diversity has never had so many beneﬁts.__Huge: With
284,000 m2 in hall area, Koelnmesse is the ﬁfth-largest
trade fair complex in the world. Pampered: 38 restaurants,
snack points and cafés offer a wide culinary spectrum,
from the modern snack bar to exquisite dining and ambience. Outdoors: The trade fair area makes another
100,000 m2 of outdoor space available. Compact: Eleven
exhibition halls are directly connected via the Boulevard
and easily accessible. Relaxed: The Piazza is one of the
many meeting places for discussions, refreshments and
relaxation. Well looked-after: The trade fair complex
features banks, a post ofﬁce and a variety of shops and
services. Easy: The electronic orientation and information
system makes things easy to ﬁnd.
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Current status

Current status
Modernisation beginning in 2015

New construction projects
in the next 15 years

The plan is: Enthusiasm – now and in the future.__In the next
15 years, the Koelnmesse 3.0 investment programme will get
the complex in shape for the trade fair and event business of
the future. Thanks to precision-coordinated construction cycles,
modernisation measures can be completed during operation
without affecting the quality of events. The objectives are:

- Optimal parking situation,
Trafﬁc routing and visitor guidance
- Expansion of digitisation
- Greatest versatility of use of the complex
- Enhanced event quality
- Maximum efﬁciency of trade fair participation
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How many sqm would you like your location to have?
__For trade fairs, congresses, conferences or events, together
with our subsidiary companies Koelnmesse Ausstellungen
GmbH and KölnKongress GmbH, we have a host of attractive event venues to offer. Such as our Congress Centres,
located directly within the trade fair complex and equipped to accommodate up to 19,000 attendees.. For special
events in the area surrounding the trade fair, we have a
very wide variety of locations available, such as historical
buildings, open-air grounds, theatres, an aquarium, or the
km689 Cologne Beach Club. We will gladly assist you with
your selection. Upon request, we will also provide support
for implementation of the entire event.
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Ignite feelings, make exhibitions and events an experience.
__Be it a dealers’ meeting, ﬁlm production, sports event,
road show or gala event – Koelnmesse Ausstellungen GmbH
is the perfect partner when it comes to unique presentations
for your customers. For guest organisers of trade fairs and
exhibitions or event agencies, it provides the entire scope of
services for your event format and delivers the full array of
technical support. The experts at Koelnmesse Ausstellungen
GmbH are committed to making your objectives and desires
come true. Our approach is based on the principle of “one
face to the customer”. Because we see ourselves as a loyal
partner to our clients.
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Captivate your audience, not your capacity.__Throughout all phases of your trade fair presence, you can count
on our service team. Take advantage of the cooperation
offers available through the Koelnmesse Hotel and Travel
Service. Planning and the complete realisation of exhibition
stands is a service focus of ours areas – from the variable
system solution to the individually tailored trade fair stand.
We‘re pleased to offer relief in the areas of technology,
logistics, catering, marketing and customer communications. If you seek to succeed, with Koelnmesse you have
chosen the right partner.
				

We look forward to seeing you!
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Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1
50679 Cologne
Germany
Tel.: +49 221 821-0
Fax: +49 221 821-2574
info@koelnmesse.de
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